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welcome

At Vistalite® we are passionate about our people, our product and
the customer experience we offer. This passion coupled with the
wealth of knowledge and industry experience are the qualities
that have made Vistalite® stand out as a leading New Zealand
company within the window and door industry since 1973.
Given New Zealand’s temperate climate and focus on indooroutdoor flow, Vistalite® offers a range of window and door suites
to comprehensively meet your needs with innovative features and
durable elegance.
Enhance your environment with Vistalite®’s clean, contemporary
appearance and enjoy the total atmospheric control provided by
its thoroughly researched functionality.
The total integration of our new suites provide the unique
opportunity to choose exactly what joinery you need to guarantee
the safety and comfort of your home, while still maintaining a
consistency of profile throughout.
The quality of our product is supported by an unmatched service
from people who know windows and doors inside out.
So, when looking for the right window and door suite for your next
project, speak to the team at Vistalite®.
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SHOWCASE HOME: QUEENSTOWN

panoramic pleasure
Atlantic High Performance Eurostackers create vast openings
on this cliff top glass box home.
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When you live in a world-renowned resort, blessed with some of
the most stunning scenery in the world, you need windows and
doors that are going to maximise the views and living enjoyment
for everyone.
This was the goal the owners had in mind for their ultra modern two
level family home in Queenstown. Atlantic High Performance Suite
Eurostackers were recommended, offering a robust performance
and sleek aesthetic while accentuating the stunning views from
the front of the house. While at the rear, Atlantic Eurostackers were
used so family and friends could enjoy the large internal courtyard,
outdoor fire and swimming pool. Double glazing and natural
anodised joinery is visible throughout the home.
Neil Lewis of Vistalite® – “When you have scenery as dramatic as
Lake Wakitipu and The Remarkables and you use our Eurostackers,
it has the effect of bringing that beautiful environment indoors.”
It really is a stunning home, situated in an equally stunning
environment. Little wonder this home was a 2010 House of the
Year Finalist and picked up the gold award in the two million dollar
category of the Southland/Otago Registered Master Builders’
House of the Year Competition.
Choosing the right doors and windows will provide unbeatable
indoor-outdoor flow and make bold design statements.

ABOVE TOP Atlantic Eurostackers expand openings for increased easy flow. ABOVE Stunning views sit above
the Master bedroom vanity. Floor to ceiling windows meet at the corner and provide greater views.

ABOVE AND CENTRE Atlantic Eurostackers open onto a stunning natural environment.
RIGHT Hinged Doors allow easy flow.
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SHOWCASE HOME: WANAKA

meticulous detailing
Atlantic High Performance Suite Eurosliders work harmoniously
to highlight the rugged outdoor beauty of this mountain dwelling.
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A home is so much more than four walls and a roof. It defines
who we are, how we see ourselves and the environment we live
in. Selecting the right doors and windows for your home are
an important priority, especially if you live in a region where the
winters can be harsh and the summers hot, dry and windy.
It was obvious right from the start that when Ross and Judith Davey
commissioned long time friend and Architect Stephen Loach of
Mason and Wales Architects. They had a vision that would turn
heads, set the standard and make a bold design statement.
They chose the Atlantic High Performance Suite as it offered
meticulous detailing, sleek profiles and supreme functionality –
all fused with a robust system that could easily carry the load.
All joinery was rebated into the concrete slab allowing the sills to
be flush with the tiled floor and creating a smooth transition with
minimal step down to the outdoor exposed aggregate patios.
Stephen of Mason and Wales – “The house is in an area of
outstanding natural landscape and it was appropriate that we
chose building materials, textures and colours that fitted
the environment.”
The joinery was enhanced with American White Oak reveals and a
large profile architrave. This gave the joinery a sleek appearance
on the inside to complement the interior decor.
Spending a bit of extra time on the little details can make a
world of difference and show a sophisticated knowledge and
appreciation for good design.

ABOVE LEFT Skylights let in natural light. ABOVE CENTRE Large Picture Windows maximise light and
make smaller spaces appear larger. ABOVE RIGHT Louvres provide filtered light and controlled ventilation.

ABOVE Atlantic Eurosliders frame breathtaking views.
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SHOWCASE HOME: INVERCARGILL

picturesque playground
Pacific Residential Suite Eurostackers provide easy access indoor-outdoor
flow for this South Island home.
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ABOVE Inside sliding panels allow easy indoor-outdoor flow. Awning Windows provide ventilation when the
doors are closed.

LEFT Top-rolling Eurostackers provide wider openings and low maintenance cleaning.
RIGHT Full height windows connect outdoor and indoor spaces.

Invercargill, being New Zealand’s southern most city can
experience cold polar blasts from the south-west that can test
the hardiest of souls. In order to make your home as warm and
light as possible, it’s best to plan living rooms and bedrooms that
are facing the north.
Choosing the right doors can make a world of difference,
opening up dark rooms and letting the light and warmth stream in.
The owner of this brand new family home wanted to live in warmth
and comfort, so he selected Eurosliders for the north facing dining
room, living room and master bedroom.
Says the owner – “The beauty of the Eurosliders is that they
opened up the whole wall, letting us step out and enjoy our paved
patio area. And obviously when they are closed, the sunlight still
comes in, warming the rooms. ”
Bifolds were considered but Eurosliders were eventually chosen
because they had more glass and less aluminium showing.
The Eurosliders also give the appearance of being more
expansive. This was important because the property is situated
on a long, narrow section. Silver pearl coloured frames were
chosen, perfectly complementing the modern look and feel of the
home. Double glazing was used for warmth and comfort and also
to reduce outside noise.
When planning and building, you need to take into account your
location and then select the right doors to maximise the looks,
warmth, flow and value of your home.
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Installation Warranty
Instructions on how to use, install and maintain Vistalite®
joinery are available from Altus Windows or any of its
Vistalite ® Franchisees. These instructions must be followed
if aluminium joinery is to meet any quality or performance
assurance, representation or assertion given in this
brochure. Neither Altus Windows nor any of its franchisees
will accept any liability for loss or damage caused by a
failure to follow the current instructions on use, installation
and maintenance, provided however that nothing in this
brochure affects any rights under any consumer legislation.
Care has been taken to ensure that the information given
in this brochure is correct at time of printing. Innovation
and improvement, however mean change from time to
time and Vistalite ® reserves the right to make alterations
without notice. Not all colours and products are available in
international markets, so please check availability of colours
and product with your Vistalite ® supplier before ordering.
5 Year Warranty
Vistalite ® offers a 5 year warranty on its windows and doors
to give you confidence that you are buying quality windows
and doors and that we stand behind our product. Vistalite ®
Windows and Doors meet and in some cases exceed all
relevant New Zealand Standards.

www.vistalite.co.nz 0800 VISTALITE 0800 847 8254

